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About This Game
Marooned somewhere in the Pacific Ocean you need to gather the scarce resources you find to try and stay alive in the hopes of
rescue.
Explore, craft and hunt in this first person desert island simulator.
Features:
An open world containing over 30 different islands to explore
Dynamic night/day and weather system
Manage your vitals for thirst, hunger and exposure to the natural elements
Hunt for edible fish, crabs and boar using a spear
Craft various items to help you survive the islands
Use the modular building system to create a home for yourself
Collect water and grow plants to sustain your life
Watch out for sharks lurking in the ocean
Roadmap:
More plants to grow for eating and crafting
Additional depth to the crafting system
Co-operative game mode
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Game environment improvements
Bug crushing and performance improvements
Feedback from the community to help direct and grow the game
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Title: Shimmer
Genre: Adventure, Early Access
Developer:
Zatara Software Ltd
Publisher:
Zatara Software Ltd
Release Date: 3 Oct, 2018
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows Vista or higher
Processor: Intel Core i3 or higher
Memory: 4 MB RAM
Graphics: GTX 770 or higher
Storage: 2 GB available space
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shimmer and shine
Very funny and very clever writing. A few glitches noticed on the Brad plot line (Holly delivers your costumes, knows that you
are dating, then acts all freaked out at the anime con and asks when we started dating) but still really fun. Can't wait to see
more.. "OH GOD THE RANKLER IS GOING TO GET ME I CRUSHED ITS FRIEND IT'S AFTER ME... oh it's stuck." This
was me, screaming, at 2 o'clock on a Tuesday morning, as I ran for my life through Scred, trying to avoid being squashed by the
boulders that I artfully pushed aside to get to my goal: gems. Precious, precious gems. I was addicted. Not 30 seconds later, I
was eaten by a different, seemingly more menacing Rankler and I was faced with the message: "THE RANKLER CHOMPS
YOU." repeated in mocking, green text on my UI.
So I tried again. And again. And again. Finding myself immensely enoying trying to dodge my way around boulders (and
failing) and accidentally pressing the wrong key at just the wrong time... but to no avail. I died. Over. And over. And over. And
over again.
In my most recent playthrough, the reason I am writing this review, I almost finished an entire room... I had maybe a handful of
gems and then POOF, it was all gone in a puff of red pixels as I accidentally set off an avalanche that crushed poor Doctopus
alive.
In the end, it wasn't Scred that got me... it was my own greed.. Wow. What an awesome game. It is like third person Farmville
with none of that In-game purchase nonsense. And it is cheap. Totally worth it! I can't wait to play it again!
I also reccommend the publisher's other bestselling GOTY game Skyscraper Simulator, I hear it is awesome!
(Don't be too harsh on that review, its my first try at sarcasm. Now for the real review.)
This is one bad game. You get thrust into things without any proper tutorial, then you have no idea what in the world you are
doing. In fact, I wasn't surprised when i found out that this game and Skyscraper Simulator were from the same dev, because I
heard that Skyscraper Sim was rubbish.
A waste of money. Thank goodness I got this in an indie bundle.
To sum it up, you will be as confused as I was if this is your first try. Unfortunately, I can never get into, so I don't recommend
it.. this game sucks, period.. I think this is a very cheap and this game is very good for its price. This game is a very good russian
simulator or maybe a russian Grand theft auto. Buy it if you dont know what do you want to buy. this is a very good but a
littlebit stupid but good graphics, and good cars: lada, mtz more.
BUY IT!
For developers: give guns to this game (FPS guns, to the character like an fps shooter) If you guys put weapons to this game, this
is going to be AWESOME!!!!!. Samara dating simulator.
Also, I got the toxic relationship ending, what a surprise /s
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For full disclousure: I am a friend of the devs.
I've been waiting to see what these guys were making for a long time and I fnd myself pleasantly surprised by this awesome little
gem.
Basically, the game is a mix between a resource management and tower defense game. You go three cycles building up your
town, assigning citizens to various roles, and researching new abilities and structures. During the fourth cycle, enemies will zerg
rush your town, attacking every building in their path. Your warriors and hunters will fight them and your builders will repair
any damaged structures. You can also help out by casting abilities that assist in battle. After the cycle ends, life resumes for the
next cycles until the next winter.
Gameplay is simple, yet engaging. You must constantly pay attention to what resources you need, who needs jobs, what to
research, and deal with occasional events that require the player to make a choice. This occasionally got a little overwhelming,
but once I got into the rythem of the game, I had no problem keeping up. You just need to remeber to never let anyone be idle.
All in all, this is a neat little game and I'm glad I get to see the hardwork of my friends pay off.. How about no. The game is
dead.. I enjoyed it. Yeah, I did. Is good.. Mortal Kombat Legacy is a brilliant series, it's the first time I've ever seen this show on
the net, being only 10 minutes long per episode is a bit short, for a great franchise/back story like MK has. But the action so
makes up for it in that space of time, absolutley loved watching all of Season 1, roll on Season 2 on Steam, I say!. I enjoyed this
& would recommend it, it's a zany puzzle-platform with good exploration elements and a nice overarching plotline, a few things
that could be improved but it was definitely money well spent for a few hours of bouncing around solving jumping puzzles,
shooting at things, and trying to find out what the hell was up with Chad anyway (Did I discover the answer to the last one? Play
the game and you might find out!).
Longer review with highlights & things I thought could be improved is here:
http:\/\/exilian.co.uk\/forum\/index.php?topic=5267. not good game
. It saddens me still to this day that there aren't very many Tank Sims in the market at all and this is always my favorite. I played
through it originally when it was on CD and other than some minor annoyances, mainly having to do with the game thinking it
was an illegal copy it still holds considerable ground. It's groovy man.
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